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Thursday, October 10 of 2019

SPECIAL MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA,
MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

About the message:

During the ceremony of consecration of the Missionaries at the Marian Center of Figueira, there
was a statue of Saint Joseph upon the altar, and at a certain point it began to shine very intensely.
We watched that movement to understand what was happening, and when the Priests were
approaching the altar to consecrate the Eucharist, many portals started to open above them in a
rapid and intense way. At that moment, luminous as a sun, Saint Joseph appeared.

Behind Him there was a road to Africa, and He was surrounded by children, and He was also
carrying an African child in His arms. He said He came so that we may understand the importance
of the humanitarian missions for the Hierarchy.

With Him, He brought a Grace for each missionary being consecrated, something spiritual and
inner, and He transmitted a special message. It was the first time that Saint Joseph appeared since
the end of the cycle of His Apparitions, on last August 18th.

He told us:

 

I come in silence, by the Will of God and His Divine Love. I come because, for Me, as important as
it is to welcome and serve the souls of Africa, so it is to welcome those who are being consecrated
to the Plan of God and to the first mission of rescuing love in the hearts of beings, in the
consciousness of all the Kingdoms of Nature.

I come to bless you, not because all the blessings you have already received were not enough, but
because you must understand how important the mission that you are carrying out, and will continue
to carry out in the four corners of the world, is for God.

The Creator accompanies your steps, just as I accompany you; albeit through inspiring your spirits,
albeit it through observing your paths, I will always accompany you.

Today the Heavens open, as do your hearts, because in each offering that humanity makes, new
merits are generated for the salvation and redemption of humanity.

Today I do not come only with a blessing; I come opening a path for your spirits so that you may
come to My beloved Africa. I am there. In omnipresence and love, I indicate the direction to you
where there is the greatest need. Come with Me to meet the transformation of your lives.

The humanitarian missions, children, as well is the different meetings of prayer that are carried out
in the world, are the pillars of redemption for these times, they are the instruments which the
Creator avails Himself of to keep His hope in the redemption and the transformation of humanity
alive. This is why I am here.
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I come with a Grace. I come with a door to a new step. I come as a confirmation for your souls and
your lives. I come as your Father and Friend to tell you that I wait for you in silence, that Africa
waits for you, and more than this, that the Africa that is within each being, waits for you, so that you
may serve your fellow being as if it were your last chance to serve.

I am glad with your steps, just as God is glad, and renews His Love through your consecration.

Today and always, you have the Love of My Chaste Heart.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


